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“A mathematician is a machine for turning coffee 
into theorems”  – Erdős / Rényi

requirements code

thought process

data insight

code

A software engineer

A scientist / machine learner / modeller



What is scientific computing?

Jupyter notebooks
Python
numpy + pandas + matplotlib



How to write bad code



What does good code look like?



How to make effective use of notebooks

“Every line of code is written 
without reason, maintained 
out of weakness, and 
orphaned by chance.”

Jean-Paul Sartre

“Look at each line of your 
code and ask yourself: ‘does 
this spark joy?’ If not, don’t 
keep it.”

Marie Kondo

For this course, you should create your 
own notebooks from scratch.

▪ A notebook is not a logfile.
It’s a document, which you edit and 
reshape.

▪ A notebook is not a source file.
Text cells are more important than 
code cells.

▪ A notebook is for exploring and 
explaining.
One-off tasks.
Many of the questions are one- or 
two-liners.

https://programmingisterrible.com/post/139222674273/write-code-that-is-easy-to-delete-not-easy-to extend
“Effective Jupyter notebooks”   https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=19860955
“JupyterCon: I don’t like Notebooks”   https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=17856700



Don’t set traps for yourself with disorganized notebooks

▪ You should accumulate code during a work session, but trim it at the end of each session.

▪ Your reader should be able to understand your work by reading top-to-bottom.
Your code should all work if run top-to-bottom

imports

experiment 1
debug code
tweaked experiment 1

experiment 2
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imports
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import autograder
submit solutions to 

autograder

while working after you’ve finished



Submitting your answers to the autograder



Submitting your answers to the autograder

# Code to run in the preamble to the “submit solutions” section of your notebook:

!pip3 install ucamcl

import ucamcl

GRADER = ucamcl.autograder(‘https://markmy.solutions’, course=’scicomp’).subsection(’notes0’)

# To answer a question:

q = GRADER.fetch_question('q1’)

my_ans = ... # using the parameters in q

GRADER.submit_answer(q, my_ans)



How is the course structured and examined?

1. Programming in Python

2. Numerical computation Assignment marked {0,1,2}

3. Working with data Assignment marked {0,1,2}

A. Data scraping tips

B. Example data analyses

ticking session on 
28 Jan 2020

self-paced work, with 
online autograder

It's the answers that matter. 
There's no written exam on the 
notes.

online 
only

handout

online 
only

will be released on 
Monday



marking academic work ≠ testing code

▪ It’s your job to write your own unit tests.

▪ Nature’s datasets are full of quirks, and 
nature is out to deceive you.

▪ As a data scientist you need to be ever 
vigilant, always checking your 
assumptions.

MY CODE PASSED QUESTION 2.
BUT IT WAS BUGGY CODE, AND IT 
TOOK ME AGES TO DEBUG AND 
PASS QUESTION 3.

YOUR GRADER SUCKS.



Running Jupyter

... and it will fail when you need it most.

Backup!



Running Jupyter

The autograder will run wherever you run Jupyter + Python3.

notebooks.azure.com hub.cl.cam.ac.uk your own machine

(installation tips on Moodle)



Where do I go for help?
1. StackOverflow
2. Moodle help forum
3. Help sessions at the 

beginning of Lent term


